Sister Mine
Nalo Hopkinson.
Possessing no magic but a beautiful singing voice, Makeda leaves her formerly co-joined twin sister, Abby, to set out on her own for a life of independence, but must reconcile with her sibling after her father goes missing.

Hollington homecoming.
Sandra Kitt, Jacquelin Thomas.
Collects two stories of love featuring Hollington College alumni, including “RSVP with Love,” in which former valedictorian Chloe falls in love with her reunion co-organizer Kevin, but his high-profile lifestyle and her past interfere with their roma...

Hidden riches / by Felicia Mason.
After a lifetime spent scrubbing and mending for others, Ana Mae Futrell has passed away. Her siblings have reluctantly returned to their North Carolina hometown to bury the older sister they never really bothered to know. For instance, they didn’t k...

Rain dogs
Sean Doolittle.
After inheriting his grandfather’s river-outfitting business in the country, former reporter Tom Coleman plans to sit back and enjoy rural life, if he can deal with the explosion of a nearby fishing cabin turned meth lab, a suspicious Sheriff's Depar...

Virals
Kathy Reichs.
Tory Brennan is the leader of a band of teenage “sci-philes” who live on an island off the coast of South Carolina and when the group rescues a dog caged for medical testing, they are exposed to an experimental strain of canine parvovirus that chang...